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Abstract 
The principle of a computer network is transferring information in terms of packets from one node 

to another. To do this the communicating nodes has to be assigned an Internet Protocol (IP) address. 
However, in a local area network, the availability of IP address alone is not enough to do communication. It 
also needs neighboring nodes Medium Access Control (MAC) address. The current Internet infrastructure 
IPv4 uses Address Resolution Protocol to resolve the neighbors MAC address if not known. IPv6 is the 
next generation communication protocol used today to overcome the exhaustion of IPv4 addresses. IPv6 
uses Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) to do the address resolution and not ARP. NDP lacks security 
and hence the address resolution mechanism is vulnerable to various attacks that include man-in-the-
middle and Denial of Service. Secure Neighbor Discovery (SeND) mechanism that was introduced to solve 
this problem is highly complex and the message size is large. This paper introduces Trust-ND mechanism 
to secure the address resolution in IPv6 local network. Experiments were done and analysis on the 
experimental result shows the Trust-ND could decrease the complexity of SeND. The processing time of 
NDP message could be reduced from 1076 times for SeND mechanism to only 1.9 times for Trust-ND.          
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1. Introduction 
Address resolution is a process on discovering neighboring node’s link layer address by 

mapping IP address onto physical address. The current Internet infrastructure IPv4, uses 
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) to do address resolution [1]. Since address resolution is 
very important in the IP packet transmission, the role of ARP becomes important. However, this 
link layer protocol reportedly has much vulnerability including ARP cache poisoning, Man in the 
Middle and DoS attacks. A number of researchers studied on the vulnerability and proposed a 
solution such as MITM-Resistant [2], ES-ARP [3], S-ARP [4] and TARP [5]. The ARP 
broadcasts ARP message to obtain the corresponding nodes physical address. This broadcast 
is an overhead to nodes that do not correspond to the IP address as they need to still process 
the ARP message. In order to overcome this overhead, IPv6 introduced NDP [6] to do the 
address resolution instead of ARP [7]. The NDP uses multicast [8] mechanism instead of 
broadcast.  

The NDP does the address resolution by sending neighbor solicitation (NS) message to 
neighboring node that grouped in solicited node multicast address (SNMA). Using this 
multicasting mechanism the receiving node could be limited. This saves the other node in the 
network from processing address resolution unnecessarily as in ARP. However, the vulnerability 
in ARP exists in the NDP such as destination cache table poisoning, man in the middle attack 
and also DoS attack [9]. NDP may have other vulnerabilities as it is a new protocol that uses 
more than one NDP messages. Threats and vulnerability of NDP including the address 
resolution protocol was studied in [10], [11], and [12]. Research [13] has justified the existence 
of the threats in the IPv6 neighbor discovery implementation especially in public network such 
as in airport, coffee shop and bus station.   
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A number of proposals were made to address the security problem in the address 
resolution and for NDP in general. Secure Neighbor Discovery (SeND) [14] is the most complete 
solution on securing NDP processes especially the address resolution mechanism. SeND 
introduced four ICMPv6 options to make the NDP messages secure. The options include 
Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA), Nonce, Timestamp and RSA signature option. 
Based on the study conducted [15] and [16], these four options introduced other vulnerabilities 
in the NDP processes. The new vulnerability on SeND includes the complexity of option 
generation as well as the large size of the entire option. This makes the implementation of 
SeND non-trivial. The complexity of SeND also vulnerable to DoS attacks in the form of SeND 
messages flooding. Attacker could bombard the victim by sending more SeND message to force 
the victim to process the messages. Due to the complexity problem, nodes that implement 
SeND could crash faster than the normal non-SeND nodes.   

This paper proposes to use Trust Neighbor Discovery (Trust-ND) as an integration of 
hard security and soft security on securing the neighbor discovery processes with the focus on 
address resolution function. It implements decentralized trust management between 
neighboring nodes within IPv6 local networks. The next section of this paper provides an 
overview of the address resolution mechanism, and Section 3 discusses the threats as well as 
vulnerability of the mechanism. Section 4 presents the related works in securing address 
resolution and Section 5 discusses the experimental results. Section 6 concludes the paper.        

 
      

2. Overview of Address Resolution in IPv6 
IP packet is transferred in Network layer using IP address as node identity [17]. The 

packet should know a particular destination IP address to reach the intended recipient. 
However, in a local network all nodes are connected directly via layer 2 switch that needs the 
link layer address for establishing communication between the connected nodes. Address 
resolution mechanism could be used to map the IP address into a link layer address and thus 
the neighboring node can communicate with each other. The address resolution is also required 
in the link local IPv6 operation. IPv6 uses neighbor discovery protocol to do address resolution.  

Sending an IPv6 packet cannot be done without knowing link layer address of 
neighboring node that acts as the next hop unless the sender has neighbor’s link layer address 
in its neighbor cache. However, normally even if the neighboring node are connected directly; it 
would not know the neighbor’s link layer address without any previous interaction. Hence, 
before the sender could send the IPv6 packet, it should do the address resolution process. 
Figure 1 shows the address resolution between two computers that wish to communicate using 
echo request – echo reply by running ping command. It could be seen from this figure that there 
are two pairs of NS-NA messages before and after the echo messages. The address resolution 
is done by the first NS message. Destination address for the NS message is ff02::1:ff3b:fc9d 
that is based on the echo request destination which is fe80::219:21ff:fe3b:fc9d as the target 
address. 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Address Resolution  
 
 
The NDP was developed with at least two improvements over ARP. First, the 

destination address of the link layer frame is multicast (33:33:ff:3b:fc:9d) type instead of 
broadcast (ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff). This can limit the recipient of the Ethernet frame containing the NS 
message [18]. The lowest byte of the destination is obtained from the last six characters of 
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destination IPv6 address. Second, the NDP messages are actually IPv6 packet that has IP 
header that is very different with ARP message that uses a specific protocol. This is efficient on 
the protocol usage as the NDP is working on top of ICMPv6 message. The destination IPv6 
address in the address resolution mechanism is started by ff02::1:ff that is solicited node 
multicast group and ended by f3b:fc9d taken from the intended destination IPv6 address.      

As only those nodes that have the same address will receive the NS message, the 
number of recepient is very limited. This is an improvement of the original address resolution 
that uses broadcast mechanism. A correspondent node that has the same last 24 bits would 
send NA message as respond to the sending NS message. Once the sender receives the NA 
message, the echo request can be sent to the destination. Failing to do the address resolution 
causes the echo request not to reach the intended destination. Further, the communication 
cannot be conducted between the two nodes. In order to store the identity of neighboring nodes, 
NDP uses neighbor cache that has the same function as ARP cache.  

 
 

3. Threats on IPv6 Address Resolution 
Address resolution in IPv6 is done by the neighbor security protocol using NS and NA 

message exchange. At the time of IPv6 development and deployment, NDP did not include a 
security mechanism with a possible assumption that neighboring nodes are trusted. This is 
vulnerable to various attacks as listed in [10] and studied in [19], [15], [12] and [13]. Since the 
address resolution process is under the NDP, it is also prone to the attacks. However, the 
address resolution itself is vulnerable to other kinds of attacks. The following are some of the 
threats in IPv6 address resolution. 

 
3.1. NS/NA spoofing 

Since the address resolution uses the NS and NA message on its operation, an attacker 
could exploit one or more fields within the messages. NS and NA message is depicted in Figure 
2 and Figure 3 respectively. There is a source link layer address in the NS message, and a 
target link layer address in the NA message. Normally, receiver machine could be host and the 
router will update its neighbor cache based on the information carried by the messages. It then 
creates a new entry or updates an old entry with the received link layer address. Attacker can 
spoof the link layer address within NS or NA message with nonexistent link layer address. 
Hence, a wrong binding of IPv6 address and link layer address would be created. Later, when 
the machine wants to send any IPv6 packet, the packet will go to a wrong destination. It will 
reach the wrong link layer machine even though the user types a valid IPv6 address. Populating 
neighbor cache entry with a wrong IP – link layer binding is called neighbor cache poisoning. In 
addition, this kind of threat can lead to other threats including MiTM attack, and DoS attack. 

 
 

  
 

Figure 2. Format of NS Message with Source 
Link Layer Address Option 

Figure 3. The Format of NA Message with 
Target Link Layer Address Option 

 
 

3.2. Man-in-the-Middle Attack 
Attacker may send NS or NA message to a targeted victim with valid IPv6 address 

belonging to two legitimate neighbors (Alice and Bob) bound with attacker’s link layer address. 
Once the neighbor cache of host Alice and Bob poisoned, the man-in-the-middle attack is 
successfull. Host Alice will send packet to host Bob but reach the host C (Attacker) and vice 
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versa. Further, the attacker could change the transmitted IPv6 packet that may cause 
miscommunication between host Alice and Bob as in Figure 4. 
 
 

 
  

Figure 4. Man-in-the-Middle Attacks 
 

 
3.3. DoS Attack 

MiTM happens if the attacker forwards the transmitted packet to other corresponding 
nodes. If the attacker discards or not forwards the packet to the destination, it is called DoS 
attack. The intended destination would not receive any IPv6 packet from the sender. This DoS 
attack may continue even after the sender machine is restarted. The neighbor cache entry for 
the attacker may still exist.  
 
 
4. Related Works on Securing Address Resolution in IPv6 

A number of proposals have been made by researchers to address the security problem 
in the IPv6 address resolution. Some of them use cryptography while, some others use 
improved mechanism without any cryptography. Intrusion detection mechanism was proposed 
by [20] and [21]. It maintains the IPv6 network traffic information including NS and NA message 
into at least six data tables: NS table, NA table, Problem table, Authenticated Table, Log Table 
and Unsolicited table. However, more tables could introduce other problems on the address 
resolution including more memory space as well as Dos attack or flooding attack that may make 
all the tables full. Mutaf, P., & Castelluccia proposed Compact Neighbor Discovery that replaces 
the 128 bit target IPv6 address in NS message into m bit Bloom filter [11]. The NS message 
also contains the optimal number of hash functions to minimize the false positive probability. 
The minimum false positive possibility would reduce the number of unnecessary neighbor 
advertisement. This mechanism could minimize the bandwidth consumption in IPv6 local 
network. However, the security problem on the address resolution is still not resolved.  

Arkko proposed Secure Neighbor Discovery (SeND) [19] and has been accepted by the 
IETF as RFC 3971 [14] to secure the neighbor discovery protocol in IPv6 including router 
discovery and neighbor discovery. It introduced four NDP options which are CGA address to 
prevent IPv6 address stealing, nonce and timestamp option to protect NDP from replay attack 
and RSA signature option to do authentication. Each of the NDP messages must carry all the 
options in every NDP processes. NDP messages without the options are treated as unsecured 
and the receiver should discard the messages. This security mechanism could protect the NDP 
processes from various attacks including DoS attack, man-in-the-middle attack, replay attack 
and remote attack. However, the availability of the four options also introduced other problems. 
The main problem on SeND is the complexity on the address generation, CGA option 
generation as well as the signing of the RSA signature option [16], [22] and [15]. The complexity 
problem also appears on the receiver on verifying the options. In addition, it is also vulnerable to 
DoS attack that could exploit the SeND messages. Attacker may send more packets with the 
four NDP options to force the victim to process it. The experimentation here on flooding attack 
targeting a SeND machine showed that the SeND machine could only process up to 442 NS 
messages within 1.43 second. This causes a lack of proper security mechanism implementation 
for address resolution in IPv6 environment.     
 Source Address Validation Improvement (SAVI) [23] was proposed by researchers in 
Tsinghua University, China. SAVI is intended to prevent source address spoofing in the same 
subnet as there are many NDP message exchange. The SAVI principle is to construct anchor 
information containing trusted information such as port and MAC address on an IPv6 host. It 
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then creates a binding between the anchor information and the source IP address. It also 
applies a filtering policy [24] to forward packets matching filter rules and otherwise discard them. 
SAVI is generally configured in access switch of the IPv6 local network as ingress filtering. 
However, SAVI is also vulnerable to various attacks. In the RFC 6959 [24] some possible 
threats as well as the challenges in SAVI implementation are described. Applying SAVI on the 
access network would create problem on dynamic address configuration such as SLAAC and 
DHCPv6. This is because the difficulty to create the binding of anchor information due to the 
changing of IP address. The other challenge of SAVI binding creation is when it is a LAN and 
devices with multiple IPv6 address such as routers, multi LAN hosts and Firewalls are 
connected. Paper [25] added other limitation of SAVI on the lack of protocol in connecting SAVI 
devices. As a consequence, each SAVI device should work separately from other devices that 
are vulnerable to traffic spoofing. 
 
 
5. Securing Address Resolution Using Trust-ND 
 Considering the weaknesses of the related work in the previous section, an attempt has 
been made here to find a new solution to secure neighbor discovery including the address 
resolution. The main problem in the existing security mechanism is the lack of integrity 
verification as well as providing availability of services. Even though there is checksum field in 
the ICMPv6 header [26] to do the integrity check, it is not enough to resist pre-image as well as 
collision attacks. It is very easy for an attacker to change the message content with the same 
checksum code. Another shortcoming in the existing methods is the complexity of the message 
generation as well as more resources requirement. Trust-ND is proposed here as an integration 
of hard security and soft security. Hard security includes cryptography to provide data integrity 
checking, while soft security is based on social interaction that uses trust management concept 
[27].  
 The hard security is in the form of hash function algorithm to assure the data integrity. 
However, the hash function used is the one that satisfies the three hash requirement including 
pre-image resistant, second pre-image resistant and collision resistant. SHA-1 [28] is the hash 
function algorithm used in the proposed Trust-ND that is also used in network security 
mechanisms such as IPsec and SeND. In order to prevent replay attack, nonce field is used 
instead of nonce option as in SeND mechanism. Further, the generation time is used that shows 
when the message is generated at the sender to prevent DoS attack. As a result, the new NDP 
option is proposed that is then called Trust Option as depicted in Figure 5. The format of Trust 
Option follows the standard of ICMPv6 option that begins with Type and Length field with the 
minimum value of 32 bits. The length should be multiples of 8 bytes. The total length of Trust 
Option is 32 bytes or 4 times 8 bytes. The hash function output is represented as the 20 bytes 
Message Authentication Data or MAD field that is the main field of Trust Option. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. The Format of Trust Option 
 
 

    The soft security is in the form of decentralized trust management system. The trust 
management begins with the calculation of trust value of sender of Trust-ND message on each 
receiver node instead of in one central node. In the case of address resolution, the trust 
management is illustrated in Figure 6. The sender with the role as a trustee generates Trust-NS 
message sent to multicast group of solicited node (SNMA). Trustor is the receiving node that 
has to verify the Trust-NS message. The trust calculation is based on two components which 
are direct trust and knowledge trust. The direct trust represents the message verification result, 
while the knowledge trust represents the sender history stored in its neighbor cache. The trust 

Ts (message generation time) – 4 bytes 

Type Length Reserved 

Nonce – 4 bytes 

Message Authentication Data – 20 bytes 
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calculation results in three possibilities: trusted if the trust value is higher than 0.5, distrusted if 
the trust value is lower than 0.5, and uncertainty if the trust value is 0.5. Whatever the result, the 
trustor has to store or update the trust value in its neighbor cache table.   
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Trust Management on Trust-ND 
 

  
6. Result and Discussion 
 Experiment has been done in measuring the performance of Trust-ND on securing IPv6 
address resolution. The experiments included the address resolution process of the original 
NDP, SeND mechanism and the proposed Trust-ND. All the implementation where on the same 
machine with Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU and Windows 7 Operating System. The 
experimental results involved processing time in both sender and receiver, bandwidth utilization 
and some attacking scenarios. The processing time of NDP messages could be seen in Table 
1. The processing time contains both processing time in sender and receiver for the three NDP 
mechanisms. The original NDP as the baseline shows the lowest processing time. The Trust-
ND has a higher processing time of about 1.9 times for NS message and 1.8 times for NA 
message from the baseline. In opposite, the SeND mechanism introduces the highest 
processing time that reaches 1076 times for NS message and 1376 times for NA message.  
 
 

Table 1. Processing Time of Address Resolution Messages 

Address 
Resolution 
Message 

Processing Time (millisecond) 

Original NDP Trust-ND SeND Mechanism 

Sender Receiver Total Sender Receiver Total Sender Receiver Total 

NS 0.053 0.019 0.072 0.066 0.071 0.137 54.563 22.784 77.347 

NA 0.054 0.020 0.073 0.068 0.067 0.135 76.441 24.425 100.866 

 
 
 The Table 1 demonstrates that the Trust-ND could decrease the complexity of SeND 
mechanism by reducing the NDP messages processing time. In terms of address resolution, the 
process of getting neighboring node link layer address could be done faster than SeND 
mechanism. The addition of Trust Option in NS and NA message does not add significant 
overhead but it could decrease the overhead significantly when compared to SeND. As the 
address resolution may be conducted in every IPv6 packet transmission, the network overhead 
could degrade the network as well as machine performance. Hence, the reduced overhead in 
Trust-ND as a security mechanism is very useful.  
 Bandwidth utilization is another parameter of the IPv6 local network performance. As 
observed in [13], the frequency of NDP messages in an IPv6 local network is very high. 84% of 
the total numbers of ICMPv6 message captured are NDP messages that generally are in the 
form of NS and NA messages. Further, the NDP messages exchange could affect the available 
bandwidth in the local network. The address resolution process involves two NDP messages 
which are NS and NA messages. The number of NS messages sent by the sender machine is 
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the number of SNMA node. This is because the NS message is sent as multicast to SNMA 
addresses that is usually a single message. The NA message is sent as unicast to the sender of 
NS message, so the number of reply message is also one.   
 
 

Table 2. Bandwidth Utilization 

NDP Message Type 
The Size of Message (bytes) Bandwidth Utilization (Kbps) 

NDP Trust-ND SeND NDP Trust-ND SeND 
NS 86 118 454 

3.44 4.72 18.16 
NA 86 118 454 

 
 
 Typically, the NS message carries source link layer address option and the NA 
message carries target link layer address. Hence the size of NS and NA message is the same 
for address resolution. Since the bandwidth utilization is calculated by comparing the size of 
message and delay time, the bandwidth consumption is comparable with the message size. The 
calculation results are listed in Table 2. Trust-ND consumed higher bandwidth than the original 
NDP, about 37% more. In contrast, the SeND mechanism introduced 18.16 Kbps or 428% 
higher than the original NDP. It means the Trust-ND could save bandwidth when compared to 
SeND mechanism that is up to 13.44 Kbps or 285% more bandwidth efficient.  
 The function of a security mechanism is how to provide security services as required in 
the security object. This paper focuses on securing the address resolution in IPv6 local network 
using the Trust-ND mechanism. As aforementioned in Section 3, the main threat on the address 
resolution is NS/NA spoofing that leads to man-in-the-middle attack and DoS attack. In order to 
evaluate the performance of Trust-ND on preventing spoofing attack, this proposal has 
experimented by attacking the Trust-ND machine using parasite6 tool that could generate NS 
and NA spoofing attacks. There are two scenarios on the attacking activity. First, it uses the 
existing parasite6 tool that generates typical NS and NA spoofing. The spoofed message on this 
scenario is without Trust Option. Hence all the spoofed messages are detected by the receiver 
and discarded. Second, spoofed Trust-NS and Trust-NA message were generated using Scapy 
since there is possibility that an attacker could generate Trust-ND messages. The availability of 
Trust Option in the spoofed Trust-ND messages could make the receiver fail on detecting the 
spoofed message. However, since the message carries the message authentication data (MAD) 
as output of SHA-1 operation; any changes in the NDP messages will be detected.            
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 Address resolution is one of the NDP functions in IPv6 local network. It is used to 
discover link layer address of neighboring node. Without link layer address of the next hop node 
or destination node, an IPv6 node cannot send any IPv6 packet. Hence, address resolution is 
important on local area networks. Since, the address resolution in IPv6 does not implement any 
security verification; this mechanism is vulnerable to various attacks or threats. Even though, 
there are a number of works on securing address resolution in IPv6, the implementation is still 
non trivial. We propose Trust-ND to solve the security problem on address resolution in an IPv6 
local network. The Trust-ND introduces Trust Option to be carried by all NDP messages 
especially NS message and NA message that are used in the address resolution. Since the 
length of Trust Option is only 32 bytes, it does not add significant bandwidth consumption in the 
local network. In addition, Trust-ND message processing is faster compared to the SeND 
mechanism. The Trust-ND mechanism could save 13.44 Kbps of bandwidth on IPv6 local 
network and could save hundreds of millisecond in terms of time on NDP message processing. 
Experiments on the attacking scenario on address resolution are also shown to demonstrate 
that the Trust-ND could satisfy the security requirement.    
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